KIRKBY’S THERMAL IMAGING PROJECT

Background information for

Ryedale Environment Group

Background
In 2012 Kirkbymoorside Environment Group (KMEG) set up a project to help local residents reduce heat
loss - so saving money on their energy bills and helping reduce the carbon footprint of the town. We
purchased a Flir i7 thermal imaging camera with a Lottery grant from the “Awards for All” scheme. To date
KMEG has used the camera in 184 homes and premises:

bungalows & flats; terraced, semi and detached houses of all ages and sizes;

B&Bs, churches, halls & community centres, the surgery & primary school.
We don’t lend out the camera. Two of us work together on the project and these notes describe how we
go about it and what we’ve learned on the way.
Advertising the camera
We usually start advertising in November:

on the Town Blog;

in local news letters and the HandyMag;

with posters/fliers on public boards in Kirkby and the outlying villages;

by word of mouth;

on KMEG’s website;

at local events where interested people can sign up.
We have an information sheet outlining:

background info about the project;

how the camera can show where heat is escaping or cold air being drawn in;

that KMEG volunteers are not trained advisers but using the camera may help if
people are trying to draught proof windows and doors, or are planning improvements
to wall or roof insulation;

that booking the camera is free of charge; if people do want to make a small donation
to KMEG, that would be most welcome and help towards costs (publicity and
insurance, and recalibration of the camera if needed) - but we do not expect it;

how to contact us - not everyone uses a computer or has an email address, so we
make sure to give a ‘phone number as well;

links for contact about Winter Weather help for the elderly and vulnerable.
Division of labour
Both of us visit together with the camera. One of us arranges appointments beforehand; the other
downloads the images from the camera afterwards, writes them up and sends them out.

Arranging visits
All our visits are pre-arranged. Whenever possible we send an email confirming the appointment and
attach our information sheet about the camera, about KMEG and about who we are. This is particularly
important because nearly all our visits are in the winter after dark.
Timing
We usually start using the camera in November and stop by the end of March unless there’s a cold spell
around Easter. Unfortunately, this winter the project won’t run because of COVID 19.
In order for the camera to show where heat is escaping, a temperature difference of 10°C+ between
outside and indoors is preferable; for this reason, we ask if heating could be turned on for a while before
we come.
We set aside 2 evenings a week to go out with the camera:

we usually do 2 visits in an evening - from late afternoon onwards, not only because
people are more likely to be home from work, but so that the outside of the building
has had a chance to cool down if it’s been a sunny day;

a visit can take anything from 45 mins to 2+ hours depending on what we are asked
to look at and the size of the property.
A typical visit
Some things we’ve learned over the years:

to make sure the camera is fully charged before we set off - and to take a torch!

to reassure people who we are - that we are volunteers from a local community group
KMEG, that we are not from the council;

we visit in pairs, not alone - so far 2 women; we would not advise 2 men visiting
because many householders are at home alone, or a parent is alone with children;
some are elderly, frail or disabled and a little uneasy until they meet us.
Making sure the wrist safety-strap is on, we start by showing how the camera works:

what things look like on the screen (a hot stove or the family pet, cold areas under a
door or around a letter box, warm foot marks on a recently trodden carpet);

what the colours on the screen mean and how to make sense of the temperature
readings shown (see section below);

how although pressing the “trigger” to take an image is quiet, the camera itself makes
a regular clicking sound as it re-calibrates.
We find out if there’s anywhere particular they’d like us to use the camera, but because of the importance
of respecting people’s privacy:

we make it clear we will only go where the householder invites us to;

we offer to take as many or as few images as they would like us to - or none.
We explain what will happen after the visit:

the numbered images will be downloaded from the camera and emailed as an
attachment - with details listed in the email of exactly what & where each was taken;

if they prefer, we offer to copy the labelled images into a paper document for them,
print it out and post it through the door;

the images are then deleted from the camera.
Using the camera and recording what we do
We have a notebook to record basic information about the house (type, age, construction material,
insulation). We take it in turns to use the camera and make notes.

The one using the camera says every time she takes an image. The other (who won’t be able to see the
camera screen) writes down exactly what was taken and where, for example:
Indoors




living room - top of skirting board on L of TV, 2 taken
- bottom L corner of L bay window pane - with pot plant
front door - bottom R corner




top R corner of R hand bedroom window
area of wall under L side of kitchen window, drain pipe showing

Outside

This is important because many images look very much the same or similar. After the visit, the notes
make it easier to type up an email giving a list of the images, numbered in order as taken, with a brief
description of each one. Without this information it would be difficult for the householder to find their way
around.
We may take more than one image in one place. When trying to line up the crosshairs precisely in order to
record the lowest temperature at an exact spot, a steady hand is needed – so taking a few, then later
“keeping the best/deleting rejects” can work well.
We usually take a mixture of indoor and outside images
Indoor images are often easier to take and to interpret.
Outdoors you can’t always stand back far enough, or high enough, to see detail on the roof. Also:

temperatures fluctuate with wind;

even if it’s cold in the evening, heat may be retained in walls after daytime sun especially in early Spring;

wet surfaces (from rain earlier) may appear colder than they would otherwise be
because of the cooling effect of evaporation;

we never use the camera in the rain;

see The night sky problem below.
Before we leave







we ask please acknowledge receipt of emailed images;
we make sure that they have the email address we use so they recognise it and
hopefully it won’t be labelled “spam”;
we advise checking their junk/spam folder if they don’t hear from us;
if a donation is offered, we stress again that there is no charge, but we do accept it;
any donation will be acknowledged with thanks in the email with the images, thereby
acting as a receipt.

Asap after that evening’s visits
It’s important to look through the images for each household saved on the camera. It may be a while
before you’re able to download them and it’s very easy to forget, or not recognise, which image is which or where it was taken.
Checking the images with the notes made:
 a good tip is to write, in the notebook, the image number alongside the note made of it;
 the person with the camera sometimes forgets to say they’re taking an image or exactly
where; they may take more than one in the same place so the best can be chosen later;
 the notes may a bit out of sync or missing – but it’s usually not too difficult to work out where
you were at the time if you do that straight away.

The instructions with the camera explain how to move the images from camera to computer (KMEG
purchased a PC compatible camera). There’s useful info from Flir on-line and members of their support
team are helpful on the end of the ’phone.
Donations
We hold a KMEG paying-in book for any cash or cheques. Our treasurer is informed of all donations paid
in and any direct bank transfers made to the KMEG account.

Understanding what you’re looking at in a thermal image

Image taken outside:
kitchen window and stable-type door

Image taken inside:
letter box in the front door

The temperature shown in the top L corner of each image is the exact temperature at the
crosshairs in the centre of the image. The temperature range in each image is shown at the
bottom - on either side of the colour range bar (blue coldest to red/white hottest).

More examples - images taken indoors:

keyhole in front door

bottom of door

bottom L corner of door with curtain
where it meets skirting board

draught sausage
against a front door

the impact of a curtain
part drawn across a window

where skirting board meets
living room floor

bottom R corner of window
where set in to window ledge

cold area where top of
window closes

shutters - one side open
the other closed

curtains hanging over the top of
a radiator - trapping heat behind

top of skirting board

cold corner of loft hatch
where it’s set into the frame

areas in bedroom ceilings where
insulation in the loft above is poor or missing

Images taken outside:

3 examples showing heat from radiators indoors coming out through walls under windows

Relative temperatures and colour
The numbers in the image are exact temperatures, but people often find the idea of relative temperature
difficult.
However warm or cold the weather is outside, and however warm or cold it is inside the house, the colours
in any image show:

the coldest temperatures as dark blue;

the hottest as red/white.
The night sky problem
On a clear night the temperature of the sky can register as low as -40°C .. almost outer space!
The image on the left below was taken on a cold winter night.
The sky (partly clear with some light cloud) has a lowest temperature of -20°C as shown at the bottom L
end of the colour range bar. The roof is actually below freezing (-2.4°C at the crosshairs) and the walls +
vegetation (only 5°C max) are also cold - but they look much warmer (yellow/red/pink) because the house
is so much warmer than the sky.

The image on the right is of a kitchen stove. The stove shows red/white heat while things close by look as
if they’re “cold” because they are blue. They’re not cold – just a lot colder than 270°C.

So what have we found during the last few years?
Heat escaping and/or cold air moving in:

around doors to the outside - especially at the bottom, at corners and at the latch;

through letter boxes and even keyholes;

around windows - where the frame is set in to the wall,
- where a window closes into its frame,
- where glazing is damaged;

in the bottom corners of rooms and around skirting boards;

through walls to the outside from radiators under windows,
- where there is no cavity wall insulation,
- where the brick or stone work is in poor condition,
- where a window ledge is poorly set in or sealed;

through open, unused fireplaces;

in meter cupboards - around pipework and cables;

through cat flaps (but the cat is more important than the flap for those who love pets);

around the edges of loft hatches where they rest in their frames;

through upstairs ceilings beneath a poorly insulated loft;

where loft insulation has not been properly replaced after work done (roof repairs,
installation of wiring for spot lights in the room below);

around poorly fitted skylights;

where tiles have become dislodged or flashing needs repair;

where cold air from outside has got into the void behind plaster board on lined walls.
Improvements that householders have found beneficial:

thicker or lined window curtains - sometimes having net curtains as well;

blinds and shutters;

preventing window curtains hanging down in front of radiators;
(heat gets trapped behind the curtains instead of warming the room);

repairing window glazing and sealing gaps around window frames;

replacing single glazed windows with double glazed units;

using secondary double glazing for old or valued windows (eg stained glass);

fitting reflector foil on walls behind radiators;

having curtains in front of outside doors - long enough to rest on the ground;

draught sausages – soft enough to be moulded into position without gaps;

heavy fabric flaps pinned to hang over letter boxes - but still allowing mail to drop in;

keyhole draught excluders;

insulating the insets in boarded or panelled doors;

improving or repairing draught excluder/insulation strips around doors;

sealing gaps where pipes and cables enter the house from outside;

fitting insulation to the tops of loft hatches and sealing cracks around their frames;

using sealant and/or beading - along the tops of skirting boards
- where skirting boards meet the ground;

blocking unused chimneys with soft material or a “chimney sheep” to stop air
circulating (don’t forget to remove before lighting a fire!).
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